
Physiol-10B9 Describe the factors that affect respiratory system compliance.  
 
Background 
 
Lung compliance = the change in lung volume that results from a given change in 
transpulmonary pressure 
 
Mathematically, compliance = ∂V/∂P (i.e. gradient of tangent to V-P curve) 
 
Exhibits hysteresis ! i.e. inspiratory compliance is different to expiratory compliance 
 

 
 
Components 
 
There are 2 components to compliance: 

- lung compliance 
- chest wall compliance 

 
Total compliance–1 = lung compliance–1 + chest wall compliance–1 
 
In healthy adult, 
 
Lung compliance ≈ 200 mL/cmH2O 
Chest wall compliance ≈ 200 mL/cmH2O 
∴ Total compliance ≈ 100 mL/cmH2O 
 
Types 
 
(1) Static compliance 
Total compliance when all alveoli are at equilibrium with external environment and 
when there is no airflow 
(i.e. when all slow alveoli have equilibrated) 
 
 



(2) Dynamic compliance 
Instantaneous total compliance measured during the respiratory cycle without 
cessation of airflow (i.e. does not allow sufficient time for slow alveoli to equilibrate) 
 
∴ dynamic compliance always ≤ static compliance 
Greater spread of alveolar time constants + greater number of slow alveoli ! greater 
the difference between dynamic and static compliance 
 
(3) Specific compliance 
Specific compliance = static compliance divided by FRC 
Normalised compliance value in order to compare lungs with different FRCs 
 
Specific compliance of adult = infant ≈ 100 mLcmH2O–1 / 2000 mL = 0.05 cmH2O–1 
 
Lung Factors 
 

- size – ↓lung size (e.g. neonates) ! ↓compliance 
- volume – usu. FRC = maximum compliance; going towards either RV or 

TLC, compliance falls 
- ageing – loss of lung elastic tissue ! ↑compliance 
- posture – e.g. supine ! ↓FRC ! ↓compliance 
- pulmonary blood volume – ↑PBV ! ↓compliance 
- surgery – e.g. pneumoperitoneum ! ↓compliance 
- pathology – e.g. emphysema ! destruction of lung parenchyma ! 

↑compliance; pulmonary fibrosis ! ↓compliance; pneumothorax ! 
↓compliance 

 
Chest Wall Factors 
 

- obesity – ↓compliance 
- pregnancy – ↓compliance 
- pathology – e.g. kyphoscoliosis ! ↑chest wall rigidity ! ↓compliance 

 
Differential Alveolar Compliance 
 
Even within the same lung, different alveoli may have different compliance 
 
In the erect lung, 

- alveoli at apex are more distended at baseline due to gravity of lung tissue ! 
operate on a less compliant part of the V-P curve ! smaller increase in 
volume during respiratory cycle 

- alveoli at base are less distended at baseline ! operate on more compliant part 
of V-P curve ! larger increase in volume during respiratory cycle 

 
Examiner’s comments 
 
A definition of compliance followed by a statement of the types of compliance 
along with normal values for these would have completed a good introduction. 
 



A compliance graph with an explanation of the importance of surfactant and how it 
acts to reduce compliance followed by simple statements as to compliance changes 
related to: 
a) lung factors: aging, posture, changes in pulmonary blood volume, airways 
resistance, emphysema, lung fibrosis 
b) chest wall factors: obesity, scarring, fractures as well as compliance changes 
occurring during anaesthesia would have rounded out a good answer. 
 
Additional marks were awarded for more detail on static and dynamic compliance, 
compliance at high and low lung volumes and changes in compliance seen from the 
top to the bottom of the lung in the erect position. 
 
The most common reason for not passing this question was because of a paucity of 
information provided. Additionally, there were frequent errors as to the effect of some 
of the above factors on compliance, in particular, the effect of age and the effect of  
emphysema. 
 
Complex and detailed discussions regarding the interactions between chest wall and 
lung compliance were only minimally rewarded. 
 
 


